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Space Close To Sagar Vihar To Be A Green Zone
A joyous thumbs up to happy and equal streets is in the offing for tax payers with the grandiose
and innovative beautification plan of Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation (NMMC) to transform
an open space across a long nullah in Vashi.

“The nearly one-km stretch towards Sagar Vihar, as one takes the left turn after entering Vashi
from Shivaji Chowk, would soon become akin to a green patch with both children and adults
enjoying as they do in Berlin, Boston, Amsterdam and Singapore,” said a smiling city engineer,
Mohan Dagaonkar.

Many staying in other nodes who go to sector 17, Vashi, for shopping were excited with the idea
of the grand facility to be thrown open by March. A walkway, vendors selling ice-cream, soft
drinks and sundries for daily needs on the nullah cover, described as hawker’s street, benches to
relax, and space for parking about 150 cars is what tax payers would get as the mercury rises in
March.

“I have travelled to many cities abroad and found that planners had provided space for common
people to enjoy. It need not be costly and promotes the concept of happy and equal streets that we,
too, are looking at. A concept that is low on maintenance in terms of cost and spreads cheer,”
added Dagaonkar.

“The project is the brainchild of the city engineer. As corporators, we need to present projects.
With many people interested in developing the dirty patch, where many defecated, I worked out
the project with him. The city engineer lapped it up and his expertise has ensured that the plan will
be the cynosure of all eyes,” said engineer turned NCP corporator, Vaibhav Gaikwad.
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